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Frosh Class Nominates Today
Rules
Emphasizes

By FERMO CAMBIANICA
One of the most heated races of the century will take place today
Number 39
at -noon when 50 "he-men" begin the seventh annual Turkey Trot on
San Carlos street in front of the Men’s gym.
The three favorites, Dore Purdy, Mike DeGuiman, and the
Masked Marvel each have stated that they are going to win the race

The Favorite

4une way or the other, even if It
means using dirty tactics.
The affair has gotten to the
poiot where Dee Portal has or Enters Turkey Run dered all of his boxers to wear
brass knckles inside their boxing

The freshman class makes its
firgt move toward a permanent iclared
I
member of his class; 3. Nom place in San Jose -,j1ltatet college I inee must be on clear standing;
student
government
today at I 4. Nominee must not hold any
11:30 a.m. in Morris Dailey audi- other ASB office.
torium.
a

Freshman class nominations are
to be made for four permanent
vice-presipositions: president,
dent secretary, and treasurer, according to the St udent Court
whicli ruled on the time and place
for the nominations.

1;

.

B election rules state that
’ person nominating the candidate should fill out a nomination blank handed out at the beginning of the assembly. The rules
also stipulate that the nominator
must be of the same class standing as the person heis nom’
The four rules which
dicate who is eligible f
tion:

na-

1. Nominee must be ASB member: 2. Nominee must be a de-

Bontadelli ts
Wall St. Journal
Achievement Prize
Ernest J. Bontadelli, a 1950 social science graduate from San
Jose State college,. .has been
awarded the second annual Wall

Spartan Daily:Man
To -Smash Record

B archt to Give

ar tng an
Survey Report
Report of progress made on the
parking .survey by Mike Barchi
will be the main item on the Student Council agenda tomorrow afternoon at 3:45 o’clock in the Student Union, according to Dave
Down, ASB presidentit’Barchi was *pi:Anted at last
Tuesday’s meeting to work with
San Jose State college service organizations to find a satisfactory
solution to parking around the
campus.
am lia-ngendis...lataiLaspitrt
of the committee investigating,
and seeking to correct, the difficulties encountered during this
fall’s
Homecoming celebration
The committee is headed by Dick
Russo.
A report on student interest
cards also Nvil I be heard at the
meeting. These cards, says Down,
have been distributed to living
groups, fraternities, sororities and
department heads.
Purpose of the cards is to solicit student participation in student government: Typists, file
clerks, committeemen of all kinds,
and artists are especially needed,
according to Down.
Other items to be discussed at
the meeting are the Inter-class
council and ideas on a contest for
the design of a college flag.

"

’DORE PURDY

1 119 Day Recruiter
Needs Solicitors
Women who may be interested
in signing up to help in the "B"
Day bIOod’drive in downtown San
Jose may still do so today in the
Dean of Women’s office.
According to Barbara Fletcher,
in charge of recruiting :solicitors.
more help is reeded by the Red
Cross in carrying out its campaign
of "Bring a Boy Back".
Blood is needed in the amount
of 500 pints in order to fill the
monthly shipment to Korea.

Si S Students May
Obtain Interviews Four-Day Lay-off!
Any majors in English, chemistry, biology and bacteriology who
were unable to attend the Civil
The depicted medal la a Wall
Street Journal award which goes Service interviews conducted at
to the student selected for out- the Placement office recently,
standing achievement in the have another opportunity for infield of social science or com- terviews at the State Employment
merce.
office today and tomorrow.
The professional positions in
Street Journal Student Achieve- these fields have a pay
range of
ment Award, Owen M. Broyles, $3100 to $7600, says
Miss Doris
associate professor of economics,
Robinson, director of placement.
announced , yesterday.
. Basis for presentation of the
award are grades and the student’s activity and eiutlooli-von his
field of endeavor. Senior students
In commerce and social science only are eligible. Presentation is
By PAT PATRIalp3
made every spring quarter,.
"There has been a sag in Am The ’award consists of a spelife, including college life,
cially &Signed eilVet Medal aM
In relation to sex in recent years,"
a year’s subscription to thp Wall
Dr. E. Stanley Jones said in an
Street Journal. The medal is two
interview yesterday with a SparInches in diameter with a figure
tan Daily reporter.
robed in a cap and gown embossed
According to Dr. Jones, the use
on the face. The name of the winner is engraved on the reverse of syntlietk devices (such as falales) hi order to emphasize sex is
side.
lack of religious training.
Bontadelli was recommended due to
"The person who emphasizes sex
for the award by Professors
George W. Dowrie, W. It Poy- will get the least out of it. For
these ’,organs sex, rather than motress and 0. M. Broyles.
Carl Lindner was the winner ral teaching, has become the prelast yeat of the first such award. dominating emphasis. These same
He is currently assistant manager persons will be the ones who will
of a local insurance company, a find themselves faced with .probposition which he secured after lems in marriage and who likely
overcoming considerable competi- will end up with broken homes."
Dr. Jones believes there is a
tion, Professor Broyles said.

T h e four-day Thanksgiving ’
vacation begins Thursday, Nov.
23, and runs through Sunday,
Nov. 26, according to the calendar of events In the l950-5I
college bulletin.
Although no classes are scheduled for the vacation period,
the library will be open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
__

By DAN DRURY
The Spartan Daily, in a dial,
lenge to the Physical Education
department’s many entrants in
today’s seventh annual Turkey
Trot, has .entered the great Moises (Mike) de Guzman, who has
cracked every existing track record in the Philippine Islands, and
most of Malayasia.
De Guzman, Spartan Daily exchange editor, made the surprise
announcement that "the P.E. department has monopolized the entry list and I
think a man
from. the Journalism department can show
up its best run
A
ners."
native
Narvacan, Iloco
Sur Province.
Luzon island, dc
Guzinan has is-,
sued a personal DP GUZMAN
challenge to the Masced Marvel.
who %%all race unattached. "Those
tztlys aren’t from nothing," the
handsome scribe said in an interview.
The Daily speedster, in trainir.g for the race, has risen before
breakfast the last week, and raced
airplanes taking off from tlhe San
Observers say de
Jose airport.
Guzman had little trouble with
the competition.
and since has
challenged Army Air Force jets
to 500-yard sprints.’
A modest lad, Mike had to be
persuaded to reveal the details of
his famous ’race with Herb MeKerdey, renowned Jamaica runner. Mike raced McKenley from
Miami to Key West in a driving
hurricane, and according to reliable information, won easily. "I
was extended, though," Mike said.
De Guzman created much furor
in the Philippines as a kid. Considered a combination Paul Bunyan and Pecos Pete, de Guzman
challenged a PT boat during the
war. Mike. whizzed from Northern
Luzon to Southern Mindanao before the boat was out of the harbor, and ititiuded a lunch stop at
Corregidor.

Sex Standards Sag: Jones

Illammormr.

sound basis for believing in evolul live. He believes this could he eortion, but that many colleges and reefed if moral training were in:
universities’ fail to teach the whole eluded in our educational system.
"Education should teach young
picture.
"There is evolution, but it takes people about the three driving
God to Tun it. I cannot see that urges: self, sex, and herd. If you
a definite Itne can be drawn be- make society Iherd) your God,
tween eyolut ion and God. God is you are afraid of it. The same is
as necessary for evolution as He true of sex.
"In recent years religion and
is for anything else, Dr. Jones
education have been separated in
said.
Or. Jones will speak In the most cases. I believe that facts
Morris Daily auditorium at 2:30 are now driving us hack toward
o’clock this afternoon. The top- religious emphasis in the schools.
ic is: "The World Sltuationris Life demands a religious basis."
"College students of today are
There a Way Out?"
High schools, colleges, and uni- far lea %cynical than they were afversities are making i mistake in ter WWI," Dr. Jones stated. He
not teaching religion in their cur- believes that average college sturicula, according to Dr. Jones. He dents are interested in moral embelieves formal education teaches phasis, and that their minds are
everything about life but how to more open toward moral cont.

is.

Even the wrestlers have gotten
into the act by challenging the
boxing squad to a free-for-all hehind the gym after the race. The
conditions are "no holds barred",
Jack Filer, the people’s choice,
went to the gym to sign up for
the Turkey Trot last week, hut
was turned down because he is so
skinny that no one would be able
to see him when he crosses the
finish line. However, he will he
substituted for the tape that it.
substituted for the tape that is
winner finishes the race.
Ed Ord, chairman of the affair,
revealed that4tAlpha Phi Omega,
sponsor of the event, has persuaded Dean of Men Stanley Benz to
be the official starter and Glenn
"Tiny" Hartranft, P.E. head, to
be master of ceremonies,
floieeoiihpg Queen Patty Burke will be on hand to award
the prizes to the winners. Assisting her will be her attendants,
I Barbara Lindquist and Alice DouIgherty, who along with Patty will
take turns awarding the winners
with a kiss.
The three beauties will approach the starting line just before the Turkey Trot gets under
xvay in two convertibles,
will he donated by Cliff Lindsey
and Belmont Reid.
A large turkey will go to the
person that crosses the finish line
first, with a duck and a goose going to the second and third place
finishers, respectively. A _chicken
egg will be awarded ag a "bobby
prize" to the one crossing the finish line last.
Team prizes will go to the %yinning fraternity and organization,
with the former- receiving a ’dip
and the latter taking home a dozen cockerels.
One of the big mysteries of the
Turkey Trot is the identity of the
Masked Marvel, who is running
unattached.
The boxers have
threatened to unmask him after
the race.
Entered in the meet are members of the tx.ixi g team, wrestling
team ,Student .Y Collegiate Christian Fellowship, gma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Tau Omega, Delta
Upsilon, Spartan Daily, and some
unattached.
All runners who are not members of the cross country team
will start at Seventh and San
Carlos streets.

401

The Weather
It_rained---osierthe weekend- it
rained yesterday; it’ll rain today;
likely as not it’ll rain tomorrow.
Guess what it’s gonna do the day
after that? Anyone for swimming?
If you have a penchant for
things statistical, that red stuff
in the thermometer may squeeze
up to a sweltering 71 and then
fizzle down to 56 during the wee
hours.
Eruditical Eruptions by Ed:
There was this devil, see, and he
lost his tail, see; so he ran to a
liquor store, see, because that’s
where they retail spirits? We
have to:thank Milton Berle’s mother up in the Personnel office fag
that crumb of twit.
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Editorials
A Friendly Nod Is All You Need
Rainstorms have a way of bringing people together!
Everybody seems to huddle together in a mutual search for
warmth and companionship when Jupiter Pluvius unleashes his tears
.here rain is not so well known to
(especially in Californi
the citizens).
We were thinking of this yesterday as we were driving along
in the rain. We were thinking of a recent meeting of the International Students Organization here at San Jose State college.
A lot was ’aid at that meeting about bringing people together.
Most of it wasn’t very favorable to San Jose State. A Chinese engineering student complained that this college has not taken the
initiative in making foreign students’ stay here worthwhile.
It was pointed out that other schools in California have been
more active in promoting a closer relationship between the student
body and foreign students. The -International House-, a cooperative boarding hdtse, at the University of California was cited as
an example.
Situated on the Pacific coast, our college is in ideal situation to
receive foreign students and to benefit by the exchange. It would
be a shame if we were branded as -unfriendly and uncooperative"
to students who are a very long ways from. home.
Perhaps members of the Student Council should attend one ,
or more of the meeting?* the, filternptiontl StudeFts qrgbnizSion and explain *he wothings ef stuchent government .
Perhaps a cooperative boarding house could be set up in the
near future for these. students.
But best of all, each of us on campus can make it a point to
greet and talk to students from ’far away places". Each one of us
has one or more of them in our classes. A friendly nod can do more
than all the formal planning to make San JoseState famous for friendship as well as fistiana.

Something for the December Graduates

For the first time in San Jose Statq college history, December
graduates are going to get their monqs worth for the $9 apiece
they have to dish out in graduation fees. Heretofore $5.78 of it,
that which goes to pay for -the graduation senior activity:’ more or
less went down the drain or into the general fund for June graduates’
fun. The $3.22 left pays for cap and gown rental and for the diploma.
But this fall the senior class council has lone to a lot of trouble
to plan an activity for the winter grads. First, they nrit out cards
asking the, 150 students if they wanted such an event, and after the
disappointingty few answers were read, the council decided to go
ahead with plans for a banquet. It will be no small task, planning it,
and it will be no small affair with 150 times $5.78 with which to pay
the bill. Only part of the $5.78 will be used however, Senior Class
President Ed Gasper states. Part,must go for the Senior gift.
However, the seniors getting their diplomas for Christmas don’t
seem to care one way or the other about an activity. They don’t
seem to care whether somebody else eats their banquet dinner next
June. They want their $9 back.
Well, they can’t have it back:,,,college administration says so.
And where their cash is involved, it behooves the December graduates
to take advantage of a swell shindig planned just for them with
D.W.
THEIR money.

From Seven to Seven Hundred

a

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Here is an article pertinent to
the present situation on the SJS
campus. It appeared in the Antioch Alumni Bulletin and was written by the president of Antioch
college, a small private school in
southern Ohio.
Antioch’s most distinguishing
feature is its cooperative workstudy plan, which enables its
graduates to,go out into the world
with not only a degree, but practical eiperience as well. Its student government is government in
fact, not just, in name.
Pat Thomas, ASB 1375
(Ed. Note: Following are excerpts taken from the article
referred to by ASB 1375. It
appeared under the heading
"Timidity".)
"Excessive timidity of college
administrators and parents is to
blame for ’whatever communistic
tendencies there are in American
colleges today.’
This is the belief expressed by
President Douglas McGregor,
speaking before the Dayton Federation of Women’s Clubs.
McGregor told the clubwomen
that the typically *rigid, authoritarian control of young people . . .
fosters rebellion and makes it easy
for some students to fall prey to
the propaganda of Communism.
The antidote, he asserted, is
genuine self-government, in our
colleges.
’As a rule,’ he said, ’college
administration and classroom
teaching are both authoritarian.
The student is supervised to
death. Student government is of
limited value since only unimportant responsibilities are genuinely delegated.
"We have found . . . that college students are capable of mature and realistic judgment even of
major questions of college policy.
’However, we must be prepared
for the tact that learning by experience involves the freedom to
make mistakes. It is impossible to
provide opportunities to learn by
experience and at the same to prevent occasional irresponsible behavior by a few people. It is just
these incidents which, properly
used, can teach important lessons
concerning the power of genuine
democracy.
’The public, by hasty and uninformed criticism when such incidents do occur, encourages college
administrators to be timid and
over-protective with students. If
we really believe in our young
people, we will be willing to risk a
great deal in order to provide them

the chance to learn democratic citizenship in the only way it can be
learned: by realistic expelience.

Torrents Send
Many Looking
For Dry Land
By

RODERICK BEATON

’Learning how to deal with
"rebels" is an ffitportant part of
becoming an. effective citizen in
a democracy. At Antioch students are continually made
aware of the alternatives they
face: personal responsibility and
self-discipline, or restrictive administrative control from above.

FRESNO, Calif., Nov. 20(UP)
California’s worst flood swirled
across the rich Central valley today and struck hard at the cotton
producing area along the west
side, sending still more hundreds
of persons scurrying for high
ground.
Damage stood at more than
,’I am convinced that Commu- $10,000,000. Two deaths were reported and some 8500 perstins fled
nism cannot get a foothold at Antheir homes as torrents of water
tioch, because young people who poured down the steep slopes of
experience the advent/es end sat. the Sierra Nevada mountains.
isfactions oi genuine self-gm ernRiver crests receded today along
ment cannot be fooled by the devithe east side of the San Joaquin
ious strategy and the tortuous
and Sacramento valleys and aulogic of would-be dictators masthorities believe danger of further
querading as defenders of democheavy damage in this area has
racy
passed.
But the Kings river overflowed
its north bank at four points near
Laton on the west side this morning. In addition, the Kings, Tub’.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
and Kawcah rivers were pouring
There has been a lot of pro
thousands of acre feet of water inand con about student activities
to the Tulare Basin area to the
poem
in the Spartan Daily. This
south.
answers a lot of statements made
TheT
weather bureau saw no
and is representative of both the.
break in sight. The Sierra alASB and campus organizations.
ready has received 17.67 inches of
The poem is copied from the Alrain during the past eight days
pha Phi Omega monthly. It is titand the forecast was for more
led "Are You an Active Member?"
rain through northern California.
Despite reports of more rain,
Are you an active member?
authorities insisted the "real danThe kind that’s liked so well,
ger" has passed. Torrential rains
Or are you Just contented
With the emblem on your lapel? in the mountains, they said, wiped
out the snowpack, eliminating any
Do you attend the meetings
danger of further flood crests in
And ’mingle with the flock;
most areas.
Or do you stay at home,
It was a week -end deluge of
And criticize and knock?
_rain and muggy weather that
Do you take an active part
melted the Sierra Nevada snow To help the work along;
pack and sent the streams and
Or are you satisfied to be
rivers overflowing in the SacraLike those who just belong?
mento and San Joaquin 1..alles
Do you ever make suggestions
!which comprise the Central Val To the officers you pick;
Or leave the work to Just a few. Icy region.
. These rivers included the Kings,
And criticize the "clique"?
Kaweali, the Tule, Kern. St.
’Come to meetings often
John’s, Chowchilla, Merced and
And help with hand and heart;
Stanislaus, all -in the San Joaquin
Don’t be "just a member",
valley, and the American river in
But take an active part!
1 the Sacramento vane.),
Anonymous
.1 C. W. Deteldinc, Sacramento
Chuck Wing ASB 2725
county manager, estimated damage caused by the American riser
alone in excess of $1,000,000. He
said at least 400 homes were damaged by the surging river.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
The Kings river spillover so: In the library hall there is a rounded Laton, a community ot
book rack with the inscription: 900 residents. Sheriff’s deputies
"The library is not responsible forl said one route into the town was
articles left here." How -how can still passable, but that the situation was "not good:’
a college student interpret this to
Evacuation plans are being
read: "This is a free lunch coun- made, although a number of perter."
sons are reported planning to
"ride it out" in hopes the river
ASB 7537
will not rise to dangerous levels
At 9 a.m., the river was reported
rising at a rate of about two inches per hour.
A mobile communications crew
reported to the United Press that
the flooded area extended nearly
four miles from the river and
about 10 miles along its bank.
In the Corcoran area, the Tule
river is flowing over 3,000 acres
of grain land into the Tulare
basin to the south. Visalia reixiris
10 downtown blocks ere covered
by a half foot of water.
Many evacuees have returned to
their silt -filled homes, but Red
Cross workers estimated that
more than 2,000 persons still were
homeless today. Hardest hit were
Pine Flat and Isabella dam construction workers, who liNied in
trailer camps along the bottom
lands of the Kings and Kern rivers.

Ode to Activity

Free Lunch

CAMPUS QUIPS

. by cooper

With little publicity and little fanfare, more than 500 San Jose
State college students and faculty members have pledged to give a
pint of blood in the current -Blood for Korea" drive.
Classroom solicitors have commented that on several occasions
almost the entire class swarmed up to them asking for the pledge
cards.
It is in direct contrast with the over-extended Community Chest
drivew-hiCh iiiiVidfo meet its qnota. The Community CheiFFTeople
are asking for blood. One drive failed. The other was an overwhelming success.
It points up the axiom that people will give to a cause they
believe in no matter how much ’is asked. And they do not need
to be exhorted into doing it.
San Jose State’s first blood drive netted seven donors. Last year
there was 70. This year the number may reach 700.
We think that the drive was a success because it was personal.
We were asked to something far more precious than the price of a
malted milk.
mpus the line of students, waiting to give blood at the
On
itin Dec. 6 will probably stretch 100 yards. Figuratively,
Student
"Horace, you didn’t say that’s what you meant by the ’wild west’."
it will stre h to Korea.

War on Porcupines
SALT LAKE CITY(UP)Utah’s porcupines seem to be mak-Mg a- come-back in large numbers.
Even though the waddling little
animals with the quills do much
damage to evergreen trees, orchNils, and domestic animals, however, the people of Utah hesitate
to kill them. Their reluctance apparently stems from the idea that
some sort .of federal and state
game laws protects them.
Owen W. Morris, agent in charge
of federal rodent and predator
control work in Utah, and John
P. Eagan of the Utah state fish
and game commission, said the
idea is a myth.

Newmans Have 175 Members
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Indicative of the high level of
Interest in the activities of the
Newman club, national Catholic
student organization, is a membership figure of more than 175
released by the club recently.
In addition to the members,
many other students drop by the
club during the school day to
study, play games, or eat their
lunches, the Rev. John S. Duryea,
club chaplain, said.
Regular club events include the
weekly Thursday’ night meetings
at Newman hall, wh,ich are followed by talks and entertainment,
and the Rev. Duryea’s Tuesday

evening course of instruction on
Catholic beliefs, beginning at 7
o’clock.
A conference for chaplains and
officers of Newman club chapters
in the central California province
will be held Sunday afternoon
from 1 to 4 o’clock at the _hall.
Sunday, Dec. 10, a day of recollection will be held at the hall
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The Rev.
Lester, aRedemptorist priest from
Holy Redeemer college, Oakland,
will deilver a course of sermons.
Other activities plannqd for the
quarter are a hike Friday, and a
folk dance at the hall Dec. 2. ’

Announcements
Need or have a ride home for
Thanksgiving? Sign up today at
Student Y Holiday Travel bureau.
Morris Dailey, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.
Spartan Shields: Consideration
of new constitution and by-laws
at 7 o’clock tonight in S220.
....WAA Bowling: 4:30 p.m. today
:beet at Jose Bowl.
_Alpha Delta Sigma:
Pledge
smoker 7:30 o’clock tonight in
8-93.
Alpha Gamma: Be prompt for
7:30 meeting tonight in Al.
Pi Na Sigma: Tomorrow, 12:30
p.m. in B72,
Elizabeth Hughes
will speak on nurses’ training.

Holiday Causes
SJS Library
Hour Changes
In observance of the Thanksgiving holiday, the library will
close its door Wednesday afternoon at 5:30 o’clock, to reopen
at 9 a.m. Friday, according to
Miss Joyce Backus, head librarian.
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Forensic Squad Enters
Pepperdine Tourney

Members of the San Jose State
college Forensic squad and their
adviser, Mr: Wilbur F. Luick, are
at Pepperdine college, Los Angeles, today, participating in the
three-day Western Speech AssociReserve books for which there ation Forensic Tournament.
are extra copies may be checked
Six speech students are repreout Wednesday at 3:30 p.m., and
need not be returned until Mon- senting the college in the debate,
day morning at the usual thrill "Resolved, That the non-commun.
Single copy boqics are returnable ist nations should form a new in.
ternational organization."
Friday morning at 9 o’clock.

khan. and Robert Whltall on
the subject, "What should he
the responsibility of the federal
government for the welfare of
of
the
United
the
people
State’?"
Among ths? individual speech
events Robert Whitall will speak
extemporaneously on "The We!fare State in the United States."
In the sessimprompto speech session, Sam Datri, Leslie Groshong,
and Kathryn Sproul will speak,
collectively, on the subject, "National and Foreign Affairs."
Breaking this down into special
subjects, Datri will discuss "Population Trends in the U.S.", Gnishong Will discuss "U.S. and Communist China", and Miss Sproul
will speak on "The United States
and the United Nations".

Entered in the men’s debate, The library will be open Friday
oxford -style, are Leslie Groshong
until 5 p.m., Miss Backus said.
arid Robert Whitall.Debating oneSki Club: Members and prosman style is John Mix.
pective members invited to hear
Entered in the women’s session,
Don Campbell and Howard Lemdebating oxford-style, are Meradel
on speak tonight at 7;30 in S112.
Vaughan and Kathryn Sproul.
Christian Science Organization:
The discussion phase of the
Students, faculty members invitquestion features Sam Huth,
ed to meet 7:30 o’clock tonight in
Original orations are representKathryn Sproul, Meradel VauRoom 21.
ed with Tom Cameron speaking
on "A Year to Learn", and John
Blue Key: 6:45 o’clock tonight
Mix speaking on "We Who Love
meet in Student Union.
Our Liberties".
Alpha Eta Sigma: Smoker at
This three-Gay debate precedes
A group of college science ters as a child’s experiences in
St. Claire hotel tonight, 7:30.
teachers are meeting today with such phases of science as air, the Western Speech Association
convention held in Santa Barbara
teachers of, the elementary schools rocks, and carbon dioxide.
CSTA: Meet today at 3:30 p.m.
Air, magnetism and electricity Nov. 23, 24 and 25. The tournato discuss the development of bain Room A 1.
sic science teaching through the will be discussed by Mr. Arnold ment itself will draw students
Sigma Sigma: 7:30 o’clock to- use of aids provided by the state. True and Mr. Lester Brubaker. from colleges and universities in
The meeting opened this morn- 11 western states. Last year’s sesDrs. Carl Duncan, Gertrude Canight meet at Unitarian church,
Third street between St. John and vins, N. H. Dolloff, and -H. Mur- ing at 9:30 in the Civicauditor- sion at Stanford’ drew some 400
student delegates.
ray Clark will take up such mat - ium.
St. James streets.

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

SJS S cience Profs Give Teaching Aids

Alpha Phi Omega: Actives meet
at 7:30 o’clock tonight in Room
24: pledges in Room 124 at 7.

DIXIELAND

WAA:. Those interested in Riding club meet at Seeond and San
Ani,),:o streets 3:40 p.m. today.
dressi - for ridirfg. Plans will be
cancer:ed in event of rain.
Tau Delta Phi: Neophytes and
members check Tower door.
Relief Committee: 7:30 p.m. tomorrow meet in Room 10.

-At

4:YZe-

Music Comes to the Peninsula!

Classified Ads 11
FOR RENT’
Two Apts. Newly decorated.
Men students. Accommodate two
and three. $5 vk. each. 296 S.
Third street.
Noe. tine Boy. 14-.---rirom, tile
service, kit. privileges, reasonable.
Quiet and clean!
421 S. 11th
street. CY 5-1573.
Room for two boys. Parking,
piano, and phone 426 S. Seventh
street. CY 3-1938.
Very nice room close by. Twin
beds, two closets, kitchen. 545 S.
Fourth street.
Rays! Room and Board. $55.
Good food, clean rooms, television,
close to college. Get there’ early!
680 ST Fifth- street.
Girl .-tudents: Share rooms with
kitchen privileges. Half block from
college, 43 S. Fifth street. CY
2-6537.
Wanted
Two girls to share house with
four others. Now or at beginning
of next qtr. Room, board, $45; or
room just $25. CY 4-5579. 110 S.
15th street.
Play popular piano. Only general classical background required.
Call CY 5-5911 after 3 p.m. Ask
for Walt.
FOR SALE
"Mimic Hath Charms", "My
Waits With You" and "Bells of
Victory March." Fpr piratic). Words
and music. By copyright owner.
S
Si 17 CI)
First streer
1939 Plymouth. Clean, ex. tires,
good ccndition,throughout. $290.
Must sell! 64 South 16th street.
Phone CY 2-8803.
1947 Chow. Convertible. Radio,
henter, low pressure white walls,
twin spots, skirts, new white top.
370 S. Filth.street.
s ER V 1(7ES
Terri) Papers typed. Rqpol, accurate, 20 years -experience, student rate. $1.23 hour. 28 S. 13th
street. CY 2-0738.

./-

5.Peentach Oillaye
OPENS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24th
APPEARING IN PERSON
_Alexander

ogaz. z

Rani

Featuring
BOB SC OBEY, Trumpet
CLANCY HAYES, Banjo
JACK BUCK, Trombone

FRED HIGUERA, Drums
GEORGE PROBERT, Clarinet
WALLY--ROSS,--Piano

SQUIRE GERSBACK, Bass

SUPPER SPECIALS -- DANCING

3901 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

DA 3-0176
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Drama Department Effects
Switch from Comic to Tragic
By NANCY ’LOUGHLIN
A quick switch from an Eighteenth century drawing room to a
modern pugilistic turf is being ef-.
feeted this week by students and
faculty of the college Speech and
Drama department who are making the transition in age and atmosphere from last month’s department production, "School for
Scandal" to "Gold Boy", slated
Des. 7 through 12.
According to John R. Kerr, director of the piece, rehearse s
have been progressing steadily
since the close of "School for
Scandal", Nov. 12. The entire cast
meets daily in the Little Theater
for rehearsals while .extra sessions
are called for those scenes which
require special attention.
While little attention Is required for costuming as opposed
to that for "School for Scandal",
settings are receiving added
concentration for "Golden Boy".
Mr. J..Woutdell Johnson repartsi

some deviation from the con
ventional method of handling
scenery shifts and other stagecraft procedures. "Golden Boy’s"
audience will see some settings
and staging methods whirsh are
rarely used in a college production.
Necessitating a cast Of, 19,
"Golden Boy" employs the talents
of only two actresses; Bets,
Smith as Lorna, and Dolores Ceraso as Anna. Dick Risso heads the
east as Joe, the talented young
violinist Who opposes his father’s
ambitions for him and becomes a
prizefighter. A supporting cast
chosen" from the ratiltsa- local
student actors adds a number of
colorful characterizations to a
play which is noted for straightforward, hard-hitting action.
It
will appeal not only to the seasoned playgoer who appreciates
anything on a stage, but to the
inveterate abstainer of theatergoing who likes his entertainment
of (he "action-packed" variety.

Making some catty remarks
about rummies of
dnahksiD
lettering is Copy Cat Jones
something the co-edfter of
1951 La Torre dragged in. Other members of the art staff pictured are Jane Brady, Roy Morita, and Margaret Nakamura.
photo by Gagnon

Lazinski Analyzer
Feature Writer Interprets
Fixes Schedules
Strange Journalistic Parlance For Registration
By ED ROPER
Tin, is knoain in journalistic
lance as a "feature".
To you, itainItiated in things
journalistic, feature has monotatiouri of tirtifywood and Uwe
local Bijou; such as Yvonne De
Carlo is featured in a saga of
the wild and wooly west (nice
phrase that last). The other
characters in the film, like the
horse and Gabby Haynie, are
good but they’re not featured.
They just net.
Also, feature was a colloqualism
fu our high school days. Whenck.,
some "outsider" or some
-character" did something apart

Mom, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th & E. Santa Clara Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
CV 4-6075
AAA-Approiraid

PAY-AS-YOU-GO
CHECKS
There’s no minimum balance
required, no monthly service
charge. You merely buy ten
blank checks for $1.00, use
them like any other checks,
and when they are gone,
you get ten more.

The
First National Bank
of San Jose
(arp

’411.1.or FireforI flop...It

oł00000000cc

El Charro Cafe
FOR ONLY
651

a w
oo
Soup, Dessert, Coffee
Breal,fast Served
$5.150 in food for a $5.00 Mall Ticket
Open 6 a.m.

to

I

p.m.

A CONTRERAS, Prop.

.
41 N..

17 S. SECOND ST.
CYpress 3-9779
AND.

from our little high school mores,
like studying or giving the right
By MEL GAGNON
answer in class, we all curled. our
Tearing
yourself to pieces just
lips at the character as we shoutbecause
you
can’t fix your time
ed, "What’s he featuring?" This
usually cut the jerk to the very schedule during registration week
quick and he never did anything will soon be outlived by the Lascrewy again, like studying or.
zinski Analyzer. Now, brace yourgiving the right answer in class.
"
self;
Here’s the honey you toilers
But in the newspaper tor joarnaliztic field if you’ve gone to col- of the registration’ hoc0-pocus
lege) feature doesn’t mean any- week have been hoping for . . .
thing like that.
an anaiyzer that will pick out your
A feature is a medium by which
subjects, time period, hours
desired
reporters who aren’t satisfied with
writing plain old news stories and to brush-off in the library, houts
want to "say something to the to stuff your stomach in the cafepeople", but aren’t bright enough teria, etc.
to write editorials, can fill up
The IADVA analyzer, other,
space between the column rules
with witty sayings that nobody wise called the Lazinski Autothinks ’bare witty and comment matic Department Program Anon college life or how to rig a alyzer, is the brainwork of an
mizzen sail, or pine for the days
engineering student at City colof lore when they were writing
lege of New York, Raymond H.
plain old news stories or thought
Lazinski.
that they were brighter than that
All you have to do, if you are
stupid reactionary editor and his
a slow-moving coed or a coed
stupid. and reactionary editorials.
i man-student ), is tell the Ana7
If the reporter handles the
lyzer
what you want in your
parfeature with finesse and avoids
ticular schedule. From then on,
all controversial topics and deals
assured the machine will do
In archaic phraseology and be
most everything while you enjoy
the
so
that
meanings
vague
yourself at the Spartan Coop.
readers and the stupid and reImagine, this machine will reduce
actionary editor think he is
your time you usually spent durwriting an article on "The Sining those hectic hours in-the gyms
gle Wing Formation Since Its
to
a minute or two. This assurIntroduction by Genghis Khan
ranee comes from Vector, CCNY
and Its Relation to 19th Century
magazine.
Greek Drama" lie will have im- Tech
Here is how It goes to work.
pressed everyone as being a
Supposing a student wants to be
"thinker" and a guy who "knows
free. by 3:39 every day, because
about things."
he works or have a habitual
This state-is -to-be-sirivon for,. - -date with n girl frientiF-to- be
as it confuses the editor into giv- free at noon for a visit at the
ing you an "A" or a raise in pay cafeteria, and dont’ want a 7:110
if you’re "in the field" and it im- elms, all she or be has to do is
presses your friends so that they punch t he requests on what
don’t strike up nonsensical con- ’ looks like an IBM card. Also,
versations with you coiner a pot of the code numbers, of the courses
tea. Unfortunately it also im- are recorded.
prsesses girls so that they avoid
The punch card is fed into the
you like the Black Plague or like machine. Pretty soon you are alyou were going to bum a smoke most through with the day’s regfrom them. But you can’t have istration.
The analyzer starts
A’s and friends too.
ejecting tentative programs, all of
them meeting specifications. The
student chooses any onembof these
and returns it to the machine. The
Lazinski machine closes classes
automatically and to any desired
size.
VISALIA, Calif., Nov. 20 -1UP)
One thing bad about the ma- -Four members of a Visalia famchine is its effect upon clerical
when
fire
ily died early today
turn-over. It cuts the size of the
sweet through their frame house,
clerical staff required during regthe coroner’s office reported.
istration week.
Deputy Ccrouer John Wilson
’lows and gals say
Mitred the
this is a gag or a Russian propFlorence Jordan, 33, her 3-year-old aganda
machine, Just go through
twin sons, James and John, and the
ES Patent Office, In WashMrs. Nancy Jennings, 82, the ington.
You’ll find it.
youngsters’ great grandmother.
I guess I shall confess. This
Wilson said. both Mrs. Jordan
and Mrs. Jennings were burned the intense heat drove him back.
beyond recognition, while the twin
The deputy coroner said two
boys, who were rescued from the men, a brother and cousin of Jorflaming house, suffocated.
dan, who were sleeping in a rear
The youths’ father, Irvin, 38, bedroom, escaped with minor inwas returning Mine from work juries.
when he discovered the house in
.Authorities said they have not
flames. He attempted to break yet detFcmined the cause of the
Into the house, Wilson Said, but fire,

Fire Brings Death
To Visalia Family

Co-Editors Present
New LaTorre Lowdown

By JACK GALLAGHER
Several persons on the campus, including your reporter, have
seen or purchased copies of La Torre, the SJS yearbook, but have
no conception of how the annual is produced. To find out, we
strolled over to the La Torre office in Barracks 95: found Co-editors
Iris Elivisost and Ted Breeden; and began to ask lots of questions.

I
Daily reporter:
La Tbrre considered
an extra-curricular activity?
Co-editor Ted Breeden: No,
Ws not an etra-curricular activity. it’s a class for which staff
members receive credit. The
class meets twice each week, and
Is supervised by Mrs. Dolores
Spurgeon, associate professor of
journalism. Whenever necessary,
we also have evening sessions to
meet our &Dadaism.
S.D.R.: How many members are
on the staff?
Co-edtor Iris Elwood: There are
25 on the staff this quarter.
S.D.R.: What are they working
on now?
LE.: These people you see here
are all Members of the art staff.
Dick Alley is doing the hand
lettering for the book. He also
will do two of the water colors
which we will use for divisions.
Roy Merrita and Pat Anthony
each have already completed two
water-colors; and Mrs. Pat Bell is
working, on anot her.
The rest of this group: Margaret Nakamura, Jane Brady,
Louise Cathary, Laverne McCollum, Arturo Moreno, and Sue
Thomas are working on layouts
for the book.
S.D.R.: Who are the other editors?
I.E.: Thea Pellegrini is photo
editor. Dianne Kinney is copy editor. And Rita Rabenstein is index
editor.
S.D.R.: What are some of the
features of the 1951 edition?
I.E.: It will have a wraparound, specially treated cloth
cover on which a full color cane.
pus scene will be lithographed,
The cover -11-Irethe most enpensive one La Torre has ever
had.
It will have" almost 300 pages.
In the introductory pages of the
issue building expansion program
will be depicted, and the administration section will be highlighted by Siin. x 412 in. pictures of
teachers in classroom participation
scenes. These will replace the regular formal administration shots,
and will be much larger than those
used in earlier books.
The water-colors, of course, will
he a main feature.. We’re really
pleased with those that have already been finished. And I think
they will add a lot to this year’s
La Torre.
The Sports section will be larger, as will the Life section.
S.D.R,i What about the formal
group pictures? Who will take
-them
I.E.: Angelo Butera will do
them. He’s now finished the.
senior portraits, mind vwill start
on honorary and service organiSpertan

working air

machine is good for those who are
capitalists. Those of us who are
peasants around the campus
couldn’t afford it. Lazinski costs
$4,000. But hope for a sudden suspension of hostilities in Korea, because this machine depends its
production on war surpluses, the
inventor promised.

Matins pictures after the beginning of Winter quarter.
Speaking about group pictures,
I’d like to ask all organizations
which plan to have, activities this
quarter to have pictures of the
activities taken now. If they do
this, it will eliminate usual rush
during Winter quarter.
Having now compiled an abundance of information, we tipped
our hat and slowly rolled away.

DINAH’S
s1.95

HONE 0( THE COMPLET,
FRIED CHICKEN DiNNER
RESTAURANT ROWPALO ALTO
DENNY-WATROUS ATTRACTIONS

AUDITORIUM, SAN JOSE
MON., NOV. 27, 8:30 P.M.

BALLET’ RUSSE de
MOKTE CARLO
"Les Sylphides," "Blue Bird,"
"Romeo & Juliette," "Paquite"
3.60,3.00, 2.40, 1.10, 1.70 inc. tax
SAN JOSE AUD. CV 3-6252

Sandwiches
Ice Cream
Pie
Candy Milk
Cornplete
Box
Lunches
San Jose Box Lunch
135 E SAN ANTONIO OFF 4411

JEayfair
25th & E. Santa Clara
CYpress 3-8405
ADMISSION 50c-TODAY-

- SUNSET BOULEVARD
MN HOLDEN CLOitli SIVJUISON o
oou 000 0000a.00
0 0
STARTS WEDNESDAY

"SADDLE TRAMP"
Joel McCrea
AND

"JOHNNY ONE-EYE"
Your Best Show Value
MAYFAIR
ADMISSION 50c
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Chi Os Entertain Busily;
Fete National Executive

Soc. Reporter 1
Moans; Ham
Miss Evelyn Shute, Chi Omega national chapter visitor, made her Fiaish Is Near
annual visit to

the Iota Delta chapter of Chi Omega at San Jose
State college this week-end.
Coming from the national executive office in Cincinnati, Ohio,
she has visited many of the Chi Omega chapters throughout the
aation.
Melba Sills, president of

Spartan Couple
Repeat Vows
Among recently married San
Jose State college alums are Peter
J. McLaughlin and the formerAnn Guenther. The couple spoke
their nuptial vows at St. ’Aloysius church in Palo Alto.
The bride wore a
traditional
chantilly lace over satin gown. A
gold and pearl heirloom pin centered her bridal. bouquet. A fingertip illusion veil, completed. her
ensemble.
Mrs. Norman Wintemute took
the role of honor attendant. She
was gowned in tiger lily satin.
Bridesmaids Virginia Clausen and
Anne McLaughlin wore identical
frocks of, copper- blue satin.
Dick McLaughlin waited at the
altar with his brother. Seating the
guests were Bob Guenther, Dean
Price, Dick Diekman, and Sherman Schroeder.
Before embarking for their Carmel honeymoon, the newlyweds
greeted guests at the Palo Alto
community center. The new Mr.
and Mrs. McLaughlin are now
making their home in San Jose.
The former Miss Guenther is
the daughter of Mr., and Mrs. D.
J. Guenther of Palo Alto. While
on campus she was a member of
Sigma Kappa sorority.
The benedict’s parents are Mr.
and Mrs. P. J. McLaughlin Sr. of
Lodi. McLaughlin was affiliated
With Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity at San Jose State college.

the local chapter, greeted the national officer upon her arrival.
She visited with the chapter until
Saturday evening when she continued on her trip to chapters in
southern California.
Mrs. Grace Brown, housemother
for the sorority, recently was honored at an "at home" tea. Friends
from the Bay area and other sorority housemothers and presidents
were present togreet Mrs. Brown.
Those in the receiving line besides
the honored guest were Myrne
Shephard, financial adviser to the
chapter, and Melba Sills, chapter
president. Those pouring were
Merle McBride, president of the
Chi Omega Alumnae association,
and Mrs. G. A. MCCallum, personnel adviser to the chapter. Nadia
Herter and Doris Evans *were in
charge of arrangements for the
tea.
In keeping with the social affairs of the Spartan campus. Chi
Os recently enjoyed an exhiange
dinner with Theta Xi fraternity.
Held at the fraterr.ity chapter
house, the affair was lit by candles, and autumn leaves were used
in the decorations. Entertainment
was provided by. Check Castro
who recited "Casey at the Bat".
Actively taking part in Homecoming activities. the Alpha Tau
Omegas and Chi Os presented
Miss Jean Martin to the student
body as their queen candidate.
Halloween came and went with
the Chi 0 girls presenting their
annual ball at Mary Ann qiirdens,
and the girls are now looking forward to the Christmas holidays
when they will wind up their fall
social season.

DZ’s- Alumnae Luncheon
Tops Recent Activates
A

Delta Zeta’s alumnae luncheon recently was termed a huge Access by luncheon chairman, Barbara Downey.
Entertainment was provided by Barbara Lee Champion who sang
two selections accompanied by Beth Watson on the piano. Assisting
Miss Downey were Beverly Dettling, decorations; Louise Lapp, food:
Virginia Johnson, entertainment,*
Grace Griffle. card tables; Gerri ciation held a meeting at the
Bacon, place cards; Dorothy John- chapter hewer recently to get acson, serving; Beth Watson, clean- quainted with the active members
up; and Winifred Graf, dishes.
of the sorority. Chapter President
Plans are under way for the Diana Kaulbach introduced all
annual Delta Zeta Christmas par- members to the assemblage.
ty to be held at the chapter house
on S. 10th street. Thee Pellagrini,
social chairman, appainted the follownig committees: Mary Frances
_Gurries._decciratiors; Beverly Dettling and Dale Dyke with Louise
Among newly affianced campus
Lapp and Joan Painter assisting
with refreshments; Gerri Bacon, couples are Carolyn Fink and Robids; Mary Ann Stadler, patrons; bert Bradley. Miss Fink recently
Elizabeth Kilgalen, invitations; announced the romantic news to
Winifred Graf, records; and De- her Alpha Phi sorority sisters.
lores Barsotti, clean-up. The parA general elementary major,
ty will be held Dec. 8.
the bride-elect is the daughter of
Pretty Pat Chisholm was se- Mr. and Mrs. F. Geoffrey Fink of
lecteg to represent the DZs in the San Carlos. Her fiance is majoring
1950 Hpmecoming Queen contest. in physical edueat ion and is
Phi Sigma Kappa% became the pledging Theta Mu Sigma fraternmale backers of the young co-ed ity. His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
and the two group; collaborated Harry C. Bradley of Montebello.
on supporting Pat.
Joint dinners and meetings with
several fraternities kept the members active and the girls came out
on top of the scholastic rating list
of the sororities as having achieved a 1 81 grade paint average.
The Delta Zeta Alumnae fume2-BUTTON MODELS

Carolyn Fink Tells
ment News

Donegal Tweed
Suitt

The
Freshest
Thing
in
Town
COFFEE and DONUTS at

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

In Grey, Brown,
met-Green

39.95

By DOROTHY JOCZ
As the end of the quarter draws
near, those of us of the society
staff are inclined to pat together
our bloody-but -unbowed heads and
review the harrowing events that
have gone before.
This is, quite clearly, a bid for
sympathy. We want to show you
that this society reporting business just ain’t the gravy train it
appears to be.
"Ay, come nowt" ’you’ll say,
"writing about sorority and frat
doings, births, marriage’s, engagements, and such can’t be. so
tough."
Wel, let’s look, first of all, at
our sorority-fraternity relations.
Rare is the day when we don’t
have one or two irate representatives of some organization around,
demanding to know why the story
they gave us last month hasn’t
been in the Daily yet.
We smile sweetly and say,
"Take it easy kid, we only have
so much space, there are a lot of
groups seeking that space, and we
try to be as fair as we can." Do
they smile? Naaa, all we get is
a big schneer.
Next come marriages, engagements and births. With these we
also hear a hue and cry about the
time lapse between dates of occurrence and dates of publication.
Above excuse about space will hold
good here, too.
But, we are blasted by newlyweds, proud parents, and the affianced for more than what they
deem excessive time lapse. Typical of the comments we hear are:
"You got my father’s middle initial wrong when- you wrote my
wedding story:" "You smote more
about my fiance titan you did
about me when you wrote my engement story"; "My baby was not
born in the morning, as you reported, he was born at noon," ad
infinitum.
Then, there’s the matter of belonging to a minority of girl reporters. We still have our fellow
male staff members to face. When
we try to show our versatiellY and
write things like sports stories,
we are greeted ieth loud, ’flier,
Ham".
Even when we crawl into our
little shells, and stick to our specific jobs, we are put up for ridicule, quite literally put up. A
rougues gallery of animal pictures
representing assorted staff members has of late appeared in the
Daily office.
Society staff members are depicted variously as fledgling
chicks, shaggy pups, stupid look-’
ing geese, jack-asses, turkeys, and
cats. But do we mind? Do we get
feminine and ruffled? No. We
philosophically accept our punishment as being all part of a day’s
work, and thank Gawd that the
(Waller is almost over.

’Golden Btry’’
Dec. 7-12’

rfALIAN FOOD
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DGs Point to Successful
Quarter of Social Activity
Delta Gammas may look back upon this Fall quarter, 1950, as a
most successful one. They succeeded in doing what 22 other Greek
organizations on campus strove to docapture the crown for their
Homecoming queen candidate, Pattie Burke.
The DGs were gradually building up momentum even before such
honors were bestowed upon their.
dark-haired social chairman, however. In the Theta Chi all fraternity and sorority party, they
walked away with second place
recognition for having presented
the second best skit in the sororDelta Sigma Phi fraternity iniity division.1 tiated seven neophytes in cere-

Delta Sigs Initiate_
Pledges Recently

In October the local chapter
entertained Mrs. Faith Frickhart,
province secretary. During the
past two months the girls were
guests of several fraternities at
the usual joint parties among
which were Delta Upsilon and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, co-sponsor
in the queen contest.
Coming up on the group’s agenda will be a roller skating party
with their Reed street neighbors,
Pi Kappa Alpha. The girls are also formulating plans for their annual dance to be jointly sponsored
this year by members of Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority. Joni Beeler is president of the organization
and has been supervising activities.

Coupons good only on days indicated.

10c
On any Restaurant Purchase
of 40c or over.

CYFsess 5-24411
156 WEST SAN CARLOS STREET
Rutting in Roar
Across from Civic Auditorium

This Coupon Good
Tuesday, Nov. 21, Only

Isartieviiiikc.11thOeiLD’S LUNCH BOX

DE LUXE TAKEOUT LUNCH BOXES

ED

all day every day
Btween 6th & 7th on
East San Fernando

PERSONAL CHECKS CASH
CY 2-4665

ATHLETES
invariably crave
sleets ... here’s why!

They burn energy
.
through activity .
and sugar is a source
of new energy . thus
an athlete craves
sweets. You, too, burn
energy, even at cramming ’sessionsor some
other endeavor. Enjoy
a GOOD sweet ... the
delicious chocolaty
TOOTSIE ROLL

HOT FOOD
TO’ TAKE OUT

%No
ow- lir

Spaghetti, qt. 65c Ravioli, qt. 75c
A quart of each feeds six.

Downstairs

Valuable Coupon No.. 2
THIS COUPON WORTH

Have Jack give you
a Coed-Cut!

Private Banquet Room

CY 4-5045

DRUG STORE

SPECIAL DAILY
COUPON LUNCHES

Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays.$4.65

Men’s Wear
SECOND
SOUTH
88

CUT-RATE

STUDENTS. AND
FACULTY MEMBERS

Corne as you are.

Open 11:30 A.M.-9 P.M.

THRIFTY

WELCOMES

Featuring

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.

41P

CY 4-6414

HOME-MADE RAVIOU

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT.

monies held at the chapter house
recently. Informal "doings" were
held Saturday night while the formal activities were held Sunday
afternoon. After the ceremonies
Sunday afternoon, the fraternity
had dinner at rtickey’s restaurant
on the El Camino Real. Chapter
adviser, Mr. E. Clements, was the
evening’s principal speaker.
Neophytes initiated were Al
DiPletro, Joe Lopez, Bert Watson,
Ken Maddox, Jack Young, Hal
Morton and Art Aby.

25 W. SANTA CLARA

DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS

kit
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Spartans Leave Today for
Island Tilt with Montana
Winding up their first season as
a major grid power, San Jose
State’s Spartans fly to Honolulu
today and tomorrowqm: a Friday
night battle with the University of
Montana Grizzlies.

14th annual Honoiulu Police
Benefit game will end the 1950
season for the Spartans who have
won five, tied one and lost three
thus far.

By MANNY ALVES
Sports Editor

With state-side football at an end, San Jose State winds up the
season in fourth place in the Independent Conference that many have
A 40-man football party will
talked about, but of which nothing has been done. .
make a flying trip to the island
For the second season now, after the idea was given a good send, paradise, leaving in two groups
()If by United Press’s Hal*Wood, the establishment of a league with today and tomorrow.
SJ, USF, COP, Loyola, Santa Clara, St. Mary’s and Nevada, is still
Coach Bob Bronsan will head "
on the nothing-done-about -it -stage.
the initial group of 30 gridders
It’s about time for the Independents to wise. up and Join
which will leave Mills field in
together in a league. As It stands now, scheduling of games is a
San Francisco tonight at 11:45,
hit-and-miss deal with each school trying to get a few "goodies"
arriving in Honolulu at 8:45
on tap that .will draw at the box office.
Wednesday morning.

Ito

Montana. The Grizzlies are led by
another heralded pair in the persons
of Quarterback Tom Kingsford,
14th ranked passer in the nation,
and End Ray Bauer, 11th among
the receivers.
While the Grizzlies, "the university with a mountain on its
campus," is the 11th ranking team
in the country in pass offense,
averaging 158 yards a game, the
Spartans are ninth in pass de-

If the Independent Seven evolves as a conference some day,
Line Coach Bill Perry follows
Pacific coast fans will have the unique experience of seeing teams that with a 10-man party taking off
eould be evenly matched . . . each year it would be a regular dog at 9 o’clock Wednesday morning
tivht for the conference crown.
and arriving in the Islands at 4:45
that afternoon.
League Dives Unity
The Spartan gridders will reside
Unity in a league will give the teams added incentive for a title
plus the bowl bid that would probably be forthcoming. It would also at the Moana hotel on Waikiki
beach during their stay. Workstimulate public interest in the smaller college brand of football.
outs are scheduled for Wednesday
As It stands now, the PCC outdraws us and gets the lion’s
and Thursday afternoons, prior to
share of the publicity AND the gate receipts. Most colleges In the
the game Friday night.
country belong to a conference whether big time or not.
They will depart for the mainNow is the time to start drawing plans for such a league. A land sometime Monday night, arschedule, a round robin, could also be prepared that would leave a few riving in San Jose at 7 a.m. Tues-.
opini dates for inter-sectionals or PCC teams.
day.
There isn’t any doubt that the Independent Seven would he
The Spartans have visited Ha- ’
stronger in comparison than the) PCC. We don’t have any mismatched waii several times, twice for Poteams like Washington State college, OSC and Idaho, which year in lice Benefit games.
and year out, seem to go along for the ride in the PCC.
In 1936, San Jose defeated
Naturally prestige and bigger takes it the gate go hand in hand
University of Hawaii, 13-8, and
with a conference. PCC games that make money now are the con - in 1941 were in Honolulu for the
tilts, not these Cal -Bronco or Cal-USF games.
game when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor.
Being in a conference would probably be more attractive an incentive to prospective players entering the schools.
Friday’s game will be the first
meeting between San Jose and
Bronco Opposition
Most of the colleges in question are warm to the idea and would
get hotter if some one took the initiative. Why not the wheels that
be here at San Jose State? Ironically, some opposition seems to come
from the formerly vpower" houses of Santa Clara and St. Mary’s.
They: who have floundered this year with poor Nevada being the
o hipping post.

Frosh Cagers Play
Zelators Tonight

Even with the sad state of affairs between
above,mantioned.ow. Independent Seven are bunched up in a closer race than the PCC.
A majority of the general public knows the obvious, the hideoendents must band together, but when will the . Independents
renlite it?
Officially in the unoffiical Independent Conference the Spartans
finished with two wins, two losses and a tie. Standings are:
Loyola
USF
COP
SJS
Broncos
Gaels
Nevada

......

4
4
3
2
2
1
0

0
0
1
2
3
5
5

0
0
1
1
0
0
0

When the curtain rings down on SJS football in Hawaii, Hollywood will have done its part in sending an A-1 Spartan rooter to the
benefit game.
Traveling with Wei’ husband, but on a -two-week expense paid
vacation will be Mrs. Bud Winters, wife of the backfield coach.
Mrs. W. won the trip on the "Earn ’Your Vacation" program
after being selected since she had given the best reasons for wanting the trip.
Hawaii has fond memories for the Winters. It was in 1935 wh
Mr W. suggested that he and his spouse-to-be take a trip to the
Islands. They had just graduated from UC. Well, Bud didn’t have the
cash so he signed as a waiter, first class that is, on a ship.
%Vatter Winters
After a few evenings at the Mark Hopkins hotel, studying waiter’s
techniques. Bud finally shoved off and met his Juture in the Islands.
In 1937 the Winters spent their honeymoon in Honolulu and at that
time promised to go back in ten years.
A war and two children stopped those plans cold. Thu, she
had the prize-winning reasons for her trip this Friday.
Boot of the week. Prior to the SJ Packer -Leghorn game, Joe
Juliano, former State grid man and now a wheel in the Packer club,
appeared on the Carroll Hansen Sport A show. At the end of the program Julia& thanked Hansen for his plugs and began with, "Thanks
again IRA ... ".
Just so happens that Ira Blue is Hansen’s competitor and a
rabid Petuluma fan.

Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Paymont Plan

REMINGTON
UNDERWOOD ROYAL
Est. 1900
24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
Free Parking Next Door
CORONA

will thus
feature a probable aerial duel between the Kingsford-Bauer duo
and the Spartans’ Menges-Wilson
combination.
A win over the tough Ted Shipkey coached Grizzlies will give the
Spartans a better than average
season in their first venture into
the major football circle.

across on a quarterback sneak
in the third quarter. Gila rd
George Porter (53) is See n moving up on the play.

FREE POLYETHYLENE
ANTIDEHYDRATING BAG
WITH EVERY TURKEY PURCHASED
BRING THIS AD
40"

fr

Coach Tom Cureton’s freshman
basketball team launches the cage
season .ivith a game tonight
against the Willow Glen Zelators
at 7:30 in the Men’s gym.
The Zelators, formerly the
Faultless Cleaners, is made up
of present and former San Jose
State college students.
The
members belong tO a service
club in West San Jose.
The frosh squad has beaten this
aggregation in the past two years,
70-30 and last year 52-48.
Managed by Cliff Daniels, the
Zelators will bring some outstanding players to the local court
tonight. The team is considered
a rugged outfit and one of the best
in the San Jose Open City league.

NORD’S

SANDWICH SHOP
Candy
Cigarettes
Sandwiches
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

’Family 485
Dinner 1.
13A RBF-CA 4,E r)
K ED 54AAk-CUU-0

O

HAM

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

COP came from behind to tie
the Spartans 7-7 when Doug
Scovil (lower center), Tiger signal-euller, pushed the pigskin

tense, allowing only 76.3 yards per

contest.
The Hawaiian contest

s
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YOUNG

TURKEYS
39c Pm.
Will Store
FREE OF CHARGE
-Unfit -Thanksgiving
We

INCLUDING SOUR SALAD.
VEGETABLES,POTATOES,COFFEE
14;
/4111

STUDIO CLUB
polo

off o

fte tes

TOv’N NOUSE
ton .rancisco

es. -

WESTERN
*NOAH OF III WO BAG"

CmLOREKS CANNER 51.35

l’s COLD STORAGE
41

MOM 10111111 MUM

JUST 11/2 BLOCKS FROM THE CAMPUS
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FIFTY TO RUN TURKEY TROT
’Non-Conditioned’ Race Judoists Sweep

Frosh Trounce Modesto, 16-0

Coach Charlie Walker’s yearling to pepper the Scoring net. Coach
water poloists chalked up another Walker used his second stringers
win last night in’the Spartan pool
when they trounced the Modesto through approximately half of
the contest.
J.C. Bucaneers 16-0.
Don Wegener was second high
Coming along fast as the seaRough and ready judoists from
par_ scorer of the tilt with three points,
son
progressed,
last
night’s
San
Jose
State
college set the
Fraternities
while Taylor Hathaway, Hank
SAEToo confident, runners have started celebration
7th st. stage for a bang-up season last formance clearly showed the shin. Down and Walt Symon chalked up
Alpha Tau OmegaRunners have been training hard (on beer) 7th st. Sunday when they swept through ing potentialities which may two apiece.
strengthen next year’s varsity.
7th lit. the Northern California
Delta UpsilonToo much studying for mid-terms, underdogs
Charlie Hoppe, regular goalce
Promo- I The Bucaneers were clearly outtional Judo tournament held in classed from the starting whistle, who played forward for part of
Organizations
and the Spartan freshmen lost no the game, and Keith Endersby
San Francisco.
7th st.
Student YWho are LaMar and Dean trying to kid?
The Spartans took everything time in declaring the upper -Wand. scored one point apiece.
Col. Christian FellowshipWill their prayers be answered?
7th st.
7th st. offered, as 16 of the 23 entrants They garnered nine points in the
BoxersPortal has issued "win or else" warning
WrestlersMumby has been teaching them new holds for meet 7th st. advanced to the next highest rank. first half, and as has been the
Spartan DailyBentel, Kappen, Gould, & Hoffman to lead team 7th st.
For the first time in Washing- case in past games, flashy forton Square history Coach Yosh ward Chet Keil tallied five of
Uchida will field a team anchored these markers.
Individuals
Dore PurdyMan to beat,-SJS cross country great
Men’s gym by Balck Belts. All four of the
Although Keil did not take the
West side of 5th top first class Brown Belts who
P. JenningsDetermined to winuse roller skates
West side of 5th made the San Francisco trip suc- water again until the final minute
Al Weber"I can beat my brother any day"
SPARTAN DAILY 7
East side of 5th ceeded in claiming their first class of ’play, his teammates continued Tuesday, November 21, 1950
Paul Bowen"I can beat my grandmother"
Black
Belts
through
pure
aggres
crazy;
I’ll
beat
him"
East
side
of
5th
Bob Weber--,-"My brother’s
East side plus 10 siveness and skill in their matches.
F. Johnson"Don’t like turkeyrunning for kiss"
Ed Hass"I don’t like kissing; I’m going after the turkey"....% -to 6th They are Bruce Iiipkins, Warren
Bill Head"Just face me in the right direction"
In to 6th Ramey, Johnny Johnson and Ford
West side of 6th Harvey,
Carl MooreHas bicycle hidden along route
George Best, team captain, ofEast side of 6th
Paul Flanagan---t"I’ll settle for a ease of beer"
East side of 6th fered the outstanding performBob Andersonla can beat Bryant and Winter"
R. Hodges"I want my picture taken with queen"....East of 6th plus 10 ance of the evening in throwing
Boxing jumps back into the
Nightly Except
Herb Bonds"Bryant forced me to enter, the rat"..East of 6th plus 20 two Black Belt contenders to spotlight again next Tuesday eyeJim Grant"Will I get a grade for running, huh?....East of 6th plus 20 gain this second degree Black ing when the
Thursday
Junior tournament
N. Strayer"Just move aside or I’ll bowl you over"..East of 6th plus 30 Belt.
Other outstanding Spartan com- begins a scheduled three days run
Phil Muores- -Former walking champ, does a lot of hitch-hiking
Easteof 6th plus 40 petitors gained their second de- in the Spartan gymnasium.
WOWleittt
7th st. gree Brown Belts in a flurry of
"This year’s Junior tournament."
Lloyd Neutz"I’ll take them running backwards"
7th st. throws that proved Coach Uchida’s says Boxing Coach Dee Portal,
Voyle McFantane"Just keep the motor running, George"
7th st. teams the dominating squad in the "will shape up like last year’s
Masked Marvel -Believed to be Errol FlYnn chasing women
AiftnetiS
Mike DeGuzman----Former pony express rider in Philippines .. 7th st. tournament.- They were Wesley novice tournament."
Dobbs,
John
Willis,
James
Foster,
st.
7th
Coach Portal refers to ,the fact
Leonard CaRitolaHas hopped-up wheel chair
7th st. Allen Chapman, Thomas Dunlay, that this year’s Novice tournaMac Martinez"I’ll threaten them with my press clippings"
7th st. Gilbert Baker, Ivan Bland and ment was reserved for men who
Bob Bottelo"My ancestors are antelopes"
7th st. Jack Richert.
K. Jensengill win with my winged shoes"
had never had
public bout. I
The Spartans also garnered whereas many of last year’s no 7th st.
Spence Southland"How can I help but win"
one
third
class
Brown
Belt
when
Bill Crawford"I’ve never kissed a girl, but I’ll find out today"-ith st.
ices had some boxing background
7th st. Harmon Bryant, one of the two
Ron LaMar"I’ll beat. Bob Dean, anyway"
Junior tournament rounds will
PALO ALTO
7th st. beginning White Belts who last 11/2 minutes.
Bob Dean"Who’s he kidding? I’ll beat LaMar"
made
the
trip,
staged
two
strong
7th
st.
hams"
the
both,
them
can
beat
Pete-Peterson"I
Bud Edmondson"I challengesentire tennis team, the sissies" 7th st. wins to gain the promotion.
Coach Uchida and manager Murl
7th st.
John Jackson"My footwork has been improving lately"..
Bill WardropHas challenged Mumby in Indian leg wrestling 7th st. Tullis claim they will field a roster
7th sr. t of "big, tough and skilled judo
Dick Farris--atiow did my name get in there?"
7th st. I men" this year in what_ should be
John Cassidr:-Ilop-a-long is my old man"
7th st. the best season for the .polite stArrit Ellis"My double airplane flip will get them" "
7th st. j dents.
Jean Snyder"I’m no girl. My name’s spelled that ’way"
An inter-collegiate tournament
7th st.
Ray Bennett --Go for one block, then konk out
ar
Duane Armstrong"Dad is Jack Armstrong, all-AmericarThoy" 7th st. may be held -here In the -man
7th st. Ifutdre, according to Coach Yosh
at the
Paul Rueter---"I’ll beat those gugs with my cosmic punch?
7th st. Uchida. Such a meet would feaArchie Harris- "I’m not afraid of DeGuzman"
7th st. ture teams from the University of
Johnny Johnson"I’m moving up to 155 lbs., Stan"
7th st. California, Mann J.C., Santa Rosa
Joe ,DeSoto--"I’ll beat that Marcil, yet"
7th st. J.C. and San Francisco City ’col- .an7ttah:lartiar
Nick Diez- "I can lick my brother any day in the week"
7th st. lege competing against the powJack Scheberies"I’ll catch them when they come back"
Bill Mendonsa--"I’ll challenge the Masked Marvel right now" 7th st. erful Spartan judoists.
it h st.
Ed Damonte"I can taste the turkey now"
7th st.
Ray Lehmkuhl"I’m better at baking cakes"
LISTEN TO THE CLOTHES CLOSET "FESTIVAL OF MUSIC" . . KSMO, 8 A.M.
Charles Adkins"I’ll get Masked Marvel with elbow smash" .7th st.
7th st.
Jack Fourcade"Don’t call me a trader, Bryant"
7th st.
Cliff Tucker"I’ll floor anyone that gets in my way"
4410’f
P
’41
Fifty poorly conditioned athletes
will start the seventh annual Turkey Trot, but the question is:
"How many will finish?"
The dope sheet has picked Dore

Purdy, Mike DeGuzman, and the
Masked Marvel as favorites. One
thing can be said about this year’s
entires, they talk a good race.

SF Tourney;
16 Advance

Junior Novice Mitt
Tourney Dates Set

uttultevnit

-OW/
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Hawaii Grid List Released
San Jose State’s Spartan football squad leaves tonight and tomorrow morning for Honolulu
where they meet the University of
Montana Grizzlies Friday night.
The Spartans party includes:
Coaches Bronzan, Bud Winter and
Bin Perry; Trainer Lincoln Kimura: Ends Bob Amaral, Charles
Fitzgerald, Steve Harper,- Ray
Poznekoff and Billy Wilson; Tackles Bill Gallagher, Elgin Martin,
4) Ed Miller, Joe Moulton, George
Porter and Jim Wheelehan;
Guards Dick Bondelte, Carl-DcSalvo, Bruce Halladay, Dick Harding, Clarence Orr and Vern Vallercamp; Centers Keith Carpenter,

Tom Cuffe, Bob Hitchcock, and
Fran Kluewer; Quarterbacks Max
Houlihan, Gene Menges and Dean
Sensenbaugh;
Halfbacks Wayne Buck, Al Cementina, Archie Chagonjian, Orland
DiCiccio, Gibby Mendonsa, Bob
Osborne, BUddy-Tralisa--and ’Stan
Wacholz; Fullbacks Harry Beck,
Frank Morriss and Bob Sykes;
and Danny Hill, publicity director.

Best -Dressed in Wool Jersej;

OAKLAND, Calif. (UP)The
Oakland Nuggets won their 11th
basketball game- In their tour of
the Philippines defeating San
Juan De Letran college, 1950
NCAA champions, 73 to 61.

lection, dresses by SACONY-,--CHA.
BELLA, MAJESTIC and JERRY

fashion’s favorite fabric, gently in.
terpreted by famous designers into
the convertible classic that goes
everywhere. Among the C. C. Col-

GILDEN. Sportswear separates by
ELEISCHMANN. Satin or velvet
edged, in a new cast of colors Regular 10-20, junior 9-15 and half
sizes. $17.95 to $29.95.

lure Huff!’

Dress sketched, gold or kelly, 10-16

Barrel House Meals make for contented

. MARL

Spartans . . . Delicious Hot Food tri a
pleasant atmosphere

at a price that

leaves you laughing . . .

The Sand *wife
131 West Santa Clara

shop Ibirsday night
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OPEN A CONVENIENT C. C, CHARGE ACCOUNT!

THE CLOTHES CLOSET

520 RAMONA

DAVENPORT 3-5135

PALO ALTO
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Skiers to Hear Guests
Speak at Meeting Today
Three guest speakers will address the San Jose State college
Ski club at their meeting today at 7:30 p.m. in Room 5112 of the
Science building.
Howard Lemon, president of the Santa Cruz Ski club, will speak
to the group in regard to their use of the Santa Cruz club’s lodge.
The Far Western Ski federation,
will be discussed by Hal Roberts, I
former president of the Bay Area
Don Thompson,
Ski federation.
representative of the McDuffy Insurance company in Berkeley, will
discuss an insurance policy being
offered to members of the SJS Ski
club.
A group of members of the Ski
Last week’s meeting of the
club are planning to go to Donner American Association of UniverSummit over, the Thanksgiving
holidays. The club is planning a sity Professors, San Jose State colbig week end at Soda Springs for lege chapter, heard nine facility
Jan. 14. Members will have un- members nominated for the four
limited free use of all rope tows, top AAUP executhe posts here.
chair lifts, and J -bars for the enAccording to Dr. Harrison F.
tire day -if they present their SJS
Heath,
chairman of the group,
Ski club cards.
Inter-club races for both men eight of the nominees were seand women are scheduled in three lected by the nominating commitclasses, classes B, C, and novice. tee headed by Dr. Benjamin NayPatti Kent is in charge of women’s
lor, who is assisted by Miss Winifaces and Ken Schillage is in
fred Ferris, and Dr. Paul Roberts.
charge of men’s races.
At the last meeting of the club, One, nomination was made from
Nov. 14, an entertainment commit- the floor.
Dr. Heath revealed that electee was chosen. It includes Walt
Willard, Holly Hedge, Joyce Cy- tions will take place at the Dec.
pert, Betty Kendall, Jackie Pen- 7 meeting. He credits the new
Barb 12:30 p.m. meeting time for "vastzotte, John Ruffin, a n d
ly improved" attendance.
Ilersey.

AAUP Membership
I’Ians ections
For Dec. 7 Meeting
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Iota Delta Phi Library Has ’Complete Hoyle’
To Produce
Play in French
Rehearsals began last week for
"Le Malade Imaginaire," by Moliere, to be presented by the
French Honor Society in January.
It is entirely in French and will
be presented in the Little Theater.

All that Edmond Hoyle had in
mind was to set down the first
comprehensive rules for thegenost
popular indoor game of hirday,
but his name has since become
synonomous with the ’highest authority and later editions of his
rules have not been nearly so accurate as they might have been.
The popular impression has
grown that, although Hoyle
lived over 100 years ago and
knew only a few of the games
in vogue now, he is an Ullittlpenehable authority on them all.

Dr. Wesley Goddard, French
professor, will play the lead, Argan. This will be the fourth play
in which Dr. Goddard has apRobert F. Foster’s "Foster’s
neared at SJS. He was in the Complete Hoyle" preserves all of
first one presented by the society Hoyle’s original accuracy and, with
reference to the newer games, is
iri 1934.
as authoritative a work as the
Others in the cast include: modern card player is likely to
Georgette Smith as Toinette; Fred find anywhere.
Brown as Cleante; Roland Smith,
Foster asserts that he has avoidDianfoirus; Ann Drubay,..Angeli- ed the common misconceptions
que; Cliff Wurfel Thomas; June about rules of card games by tracing tilt histories of their developBeline; Shirley Nelson,
ment in all the worth-while literaLuison; Jim De Cou, Beralde; Jim ture of several countries. The key
t Riley, Purgon; Mike Bardo, Fleu- to the rules of a game he says in
I rant; and Robert Bull, Bonnefoi. the introduction to the work, lies
in discovering the family to which
Bob Athenour, vice president of it belongs and recording only those
the society, is business manager; procedures which are consistent
Caroline Robbins, treasurer, is with the tradition of the family
game.
publicity chairman, and Mike
The books contains sections
Bard is in charge of properties.
on bridge, skat,- pinochle, cinch,
The French Honor society first euchre, hearts, pitch, fan tan,
sponsored a play in 1934 and since poker, whit, patience, pedro,
then has made it an annual event. cribbage, seven-up and rummy,
among many others. Not only
"Le Malade Imaginaire" is under are the rules for each range
the direction of Dr. Boris Gregory, listed, but style of successful
play also is outlined.
adviser to the society.

nSni ’TM
PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN

There is a lengthy treatment of
billiards and pool, listing the rules
for such varieties as:. bottle. Chicago, color-ball, continuous, cow-boy, cushion carroms, English, fifteen -ball, forty-one, high-low -jack,
Kelly ’rotation, tittle corporal shell
out, snooker and Spanish.
There are two new biographi.s,
"Fra Filippo Lippi," by Robint
oertel, and Jack Lindsay’s
"Charles Dickens." Lippi was tho
recalcitrant Italian monk whose
outrageous personal conduct disturbed Church officials, but whoso
paintings were among the jwsi
and most lasting of the Italian
Rensissance.
Reports of C.S. boards and
commissions which have been included are on each from the
Bureau of Mines, the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and the National .0ffice
for Vital Statistics* Among the
State of California publications
is the scrapbook of the Class of
1950.
Among noteworthY collections of
works are "Best Plays of 1949-50"
and the novels of Tobias Smollet t.
Other new selections in the literature section are materials rel:. ling to Samuel Johnson from the
library of Robert B. Adam
"Writers and Artists Yearhuo
for 1950.

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

1.rm :Aux

LOUISE SANFORD

ON CAMPUS

AUBURN ’51
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MAKE THE TOBACCO GROWERS’
MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF...
"TOBACCOS THAT SMELL MILDER SMOKE MILDER"

YES... Compare Chesterfield with the brand you’ve been

smoking ...Open a pack ... smell that milder Chesterfield
aroma. Provetobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.
Now smoke Chesterfieldsthey do smoke milder,
and they leave NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE.

4.

L

HESTERFIELD

LEADING PILLER
IN AMERICA);
’COLLEGES
Ce0V01.10 1914,1410,441 & Mti.Stela.4Ct, CO.
.1.6116

